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We introdue an algorithm for the redution of omputer generated atomisti polymer samples to
networks of primitive paths. By examining network ensembles of Polyethylene and is-1,4 Polybu-
tadiene melts, we quantify the underlying topologies through the radial distribution funtion of
entanglements and the distribution of the number of monomers between entanglements. A suitable
saling of aquired data leads to a unifying mirosopi topologial desription of both melts.
Polymer hains annot ross eah other. A suessful
oneptual framework embodying this priniple at the
moleular level is oered by the tube model [1, 2℄. The
tube model postulates that the mutual unrossability of
polymer hains generates topologial onstraints (TCs),
referred to as entanglements, whih eetively restrit
individual hain onformations in a urvilinear tube-like
region enlosing eah hain. Lateral hain motion is on-
ned to the length sale of the tube diameter. Large-sale
motion is promoted via reptation [1℄, an eetive one-
dimensional diusion of a hain along its tube axis. The
latter provides a oarse-grained representation that har-
aterizes the hain topology and is alled the Primitive
Path (PP). Edwards [3℄ regarded the PP as the shortest
path onstruted by keeping the hain ends xed while
ontinuously tightening (shrinking) the hain ontour, so
that the resulting path has the same topology relative
to other hains as the hain itself [2, 3℄. Applying this
onstrution for all hains [4, 5℄ leads to a oarse-grained
piture of a polymer melt that unovers its large-sale
topologial substruture. The latter is oneived as a net-
work of entangled PPs underlying the melt struture [6℄.
The tube diameter d is assumed uniform and orresponds
to the mesh length of this network [2℄.
Entanglements dominate the rheologial and dynam-
ial properties of large-moleular weight polymer melts
[2℄, as well as the ultimate mehanial properties in the
glassy state of these systems [7℄. Their topologial na-
ture makes their diret experimental study diult and
their mirosopi denition elusive [8℄. In this letter,
we present mirosopially determined distributions that
desribe in a statistial manner the topologial state of
exible polymer melts. We utilize an algorithm, referred
to as CReTA (Contour Redution Topologial Analysis),
whih is apable of reduing the atomisti onguration
of a omputational polymer sample to a network of orre-
sponding PPs. Nodal points of the redued network or-
respond to TCs experiened by individual hains, while
network onnetivity denes the underlying melt topol-
ogy. Topologial measures extrated from networks of
entangled Polyethylene (PE) and is-1,4 Polybutadiene
(PB) melts are ompared against orresponding exper-
imental data. Quantitative agreement establishes these
networks as meaningful, well dened, strutural repre-
sentations of the underlying melt topologies.
Mesosopi views where a polymer melt is represented
as an entanglement network (rubber analogy) have long
been used as oneptual abstrations for the development
of phenomenologial models (transient network theory),
and analytial theories (tube model) in polymer physis.
These views are guided from the rubber-like response
of melts in visoelasti experiments (rubbery plateau in
the relaxation modulus), and the Random Walk (RW)
statistis underlying the struture of exible polymers.
RW-like hain ongurations, above some length sale
show a self-similarity, to whih universalities and sal-
ing laws detatable in physial properties an be traed.
Here, by examining networks generated from well paked
RW-like hain ongurations of hemially dierent poly-
mer melts, we haraterize the melt topology through
distributions whih, when saled aordingly, unveil a
unifying topologial desription. The reported statistial
properties of entanglement networks onstitute a missing
link for the onstrution of mesosopi simulation mod-
els of polymer melts [6℄ and glasses [9℄ suitable for the
predition of rheologial and large-deformation mehan-
ial properties. One an use PP statistis in reverse-
engineering fashion to onstrut entanglement networks
obeying the mentioned distributions, for any exible
polymer. Mirosopially determined PPs oer a promis-
ing basis [5, 10, 11℄ for investigating the general piture
of entanglements invoked by the tube model.
Following Edwards's perspetive and as proposed in
[4, 5℄, CReTA provides a solution to the following geo-
metri problem [11℄: `Given a set of unrossable urved
lines in spae, redue ontinuously their ontour lengths
keeping their ends xed, until they beome sets of reti-
linear segments (entanglement strands) oming together
at nodal points (entanglements)'. For eah polymer we
examine an ensemble of statistially independent atom-
isti samples. The ensembles have been thermodynam-
ially and topologially equilibrated at all length sales
by previous Monte Carlo simulations [13, 14℄ employing
hain-onnetivity altering moves whih alter the system
topology. Through CReTA, atomisti ongurations are
transformed to networks, whih are then analyzed to ex-
2trat topologial properties.
CReTA implements random aligning string moves and
hardore interations. CHx monomers are treated as
united-atom hard spheres of diameter σ. Chains are rep-
resented as series of fused spheres, sine in atomisti poly-
mer models the skeletal bond distane (∼ 1.5Å) is lower
than σ (∼ 3.5Å). Periodi boundary onditions apply in
all ubi sample diretions. A string is dened as a set of
m ≥ 1 onseutive hain atoms. On eah move, a string
is randomly hosen and the string atoms are displaed
to orresponding equidistant points on the straight line
segment joining the atoms on either side of the string.
Chain ends are xed throughout the proess. To avoid
hain rossing and preserve system topology, moves lead-
ing to overlaps between any string atom with any other
atom belonging to a dierent hain are rejeted. This is
suient for preventing rossing when hains onsist of
fused spheres. m is randomly hosen from an interval of
∆m ∼ 10 width. Aepted moves result in simultane-
ous redution of hain ontours and progressive shrink-
age of unentangled loops to straight strands omposed of
fused spheres. Rejeted moves stem from either mutually
bloked hain parts, whih will lead to entanglements,
or from ontats between unentangled loops, whih will
eventually disappear. To aelerate hain tightening we
inrease string sizes by gradually inreasing ∆m. When
hain ontour lengths are no longer diminishing, hain
thikness is redued by dereasing σ and the proess
starts anew. This aids in tightening meshed unentan-
gled loops, whih, although temporarily bloked, do not
represent true TCs. Upon dereasing σ, to preserve the
fused sphere sequene of hains we plae an auxiliary
atom between suessive skeletal atoms that have lost
ontat. Auxiliary atoms are exluded from latter anal-
ysis. The whole proedure terminates when a predened
σf ∼ 0.5Å is reahed. At this point an underlying net-
work struture of interpenetrating `zigzag' shaped PPs
has been revealed [15℄. Further σ redution to attain
the innitely-thin-ontinuous line limit would be time
onsuming and superuous. CReTA diers from reent
similar approahes. In [5℄, ontour redution is ahieved
through the minimization of an elasti energy whih does
not lead to well dened networks of `kinky' PPs where
nodal points an be speied. Kröger's approah [11℄ is
also geometri and apable of generating networks but,
unlike CReTA, annot trak a monomer in the system
both in the melt and network ongurations. The latter
feature oers great potential for studying hidden topo-
logial orrelations in spae, time, and along the hains,
in lose onnetion with the melt struture and dynam-
is. The P (n) distribution presented later is an example
of this.
As shown in Fig. 1, the resulting PPs onsist of short
pairwise bloked hain setions onneted by straight
strands of fused atoms. By examining bloked regions we
resolve PP `ontats' to pairs of neighboring monomers.
Figure 1: (olor online). PP network view of a PE melt.
These speify pairwise assoiated TCs in the monomer se-
quene of their parent hains. In addition, they represent
eetive spatial loalization points of the TCs eah hain
is subjeted to. By onvention, we refer to these points
as entanglements. Eah PP is haraterized by its ends
and a set of entanglements with spei spatial loations,
monomer sequene indies, and pairwise assoiations to
other entanglements. The whole struture is redued to a
network, with nodal points the entanglements, and edges
the joining entanglement strands (ESs). Topologial anal-
ysis redues then to an examination of network proper-
ties. Entanglement spaing (network mesh) on the PP
ontour is dedued both in monomer and length units by
alulating NES and dES, the ensemble average number
of monomers and end-to-end length, respetively, of an
ES. Experimentally, entanglement spaing is mainly in-
ferred either from the ES monomer length Ne, measured
from the plateau regime of the dynami shear modulus
[12℄, or from the tube diameter d (entanglement distane)
measured as an intermediate dynami length in neutron
spin eho studies of the dynami struture fator [8℄.
These are interpreted on the basis of the tube model,
where PP onformations are onsidered as RWs and an
ES is identied with the PP Kuhn segment [2℄. Here, the
relevant quantities are the PP Kuhn length d = R2/L,
and the number of monomers in a PP Kuhn segment
Ne = NR
2/L2. N denotes the hain average number
of monomers. R2 and L are the PP squared end-to-end
distane and ontour length, respetively, alulated here
as ensemble averages. By this `Kuhn mapping' approah,
entanglement spaing emerges as the mesh spaing of an
assumed uniform PP network of interpenetrating random
walks.
Table I summarizes our results for NES, Ne, dES, d,
the paking length p and the density of the atomisti
samples, along with orresponding experimental values.
3Table I: Entanglement spaing in monomer (NES, Ne), and
length (dES, d) units of PP networks, and paking length p
of the initial atomisti samples (equilibrated at T = 450K
(PE), T = 413K (PB)). NES, dES refer to the natural net-
work mesh. Ne, d refer to the PP Kuhn mapping approah.
Numbers in parentheses are experimental values from [12℄,
unless otherwise indiated. The alulated polymer densi-
ties are 0.776(0.766)
a
, 0.778(0.766)
a
, 0.867(0.826) g/cm3; the
polydispersity indies are 1.083, 1.000, 1.053; and the num-
ber of hains for eah system studied are 16, 8, 24 (top to
bottom).
N NES dES (Å) Ne d (Å) p (Å)
PE 500 28.3 14.0 75.1(61.4) 38.4(39.8)
b
1.53(1.69)
PE 1000 29.1 14.1 74.2(61.4) 36.6(39.8)
b
1.65(1.69)
PB 1000 80.9 18.7 178.7(173.8) 42.3(43.0) 2.59(2.44)
a
Ref. 16.
b
Ref. 8.
p, an eetive hain thikness that ontrols oil pak-
ing, is dened as 1/(ρchR
2), where ρch is the number
density of hains. Volumetri, strutural and onfor-
mational preditions for both polymers [13, 14℄ are in
exellent agreement with available experimental data.
From the additional p data presented here, we onlude
that the interplay between large-sale hain onformation
and monomer paking is niely aptured by the atom-
isti ensembles. Turning to networks, PE samples of
N = 500, 1000 display pratially the same mesh val-
ues, showing that well entangled samples possess a quan-
titatively similar underlying topology, independently of
hain length. The small dierenes are attributed to
dierent paking lengths. NES, dES, the network nat-
ural mesh spaing quantities, are muh smaller than the
orresponding PP Kuhn segment quantities Ne, d, with
NES ∼ 0.4Ne for both materials. This happens beause
of diretional orrelations between ESs in the same PP
that deay exponentially with ES separation. That is, PP
onformations are not RWs, and PP Kuhn segments are
not free of TCs. At the Kuhn sale, where PPs beome
RWs, Ne, d for both polymers are in good agreement with
experimental data. If we onsider our systems as rub-
ber networks, however, the small value of NES implies
a larger plateau modulus Go than found experimentally.
Interestingly, in reent [6℄ Brownian dynamis simula-
tions of 3D PP networks, the linear visoelasti response
of PB solutions is reprodued quantitatively only when
an Ne of about half the experimental value is utilized, as
found here for NES. The disrepany is attributed [6℄ to
the ane as opposed to phantom network model experi-
mental estimate of Go. In this respet, our results are in
favor of the phantom model, whih for a tetrafuntional
network would estimate approximately half an Ne for the
same Go [6℄.
In Fig. 2 we present the normalized distribution P (n)
Figure 2: Normalized distribution of the redued monomer
distane between entanglements for the polymers of Table I.
of the redued number of monomers NES in an ES,
n = NES/NES. The data from both materials superim-
pose on eah other, falling on a master urve of the form
P (n) = bc
c−b
(e−bn − e−cn), with tted values b = 1.30,
c = 3.78. In view of the large dierene inNES, p between
PE and PB, the ollapse of data suggests a universal har-
ater of P (n) for linear polymers. The distribution is
very broad with an exponential tail and in ontrast with
the tube model implies a non-uniform network mesh and
large utuations in the number of monomers of an ES.
The origin of suh utuations [4℄ and their eet on rhe-
ologial properties have reently been examined [17, 18℄.
Shieber [18℄ onsidered a Gaussian hain with a on-
stant number of Kuhn segments in ontat with a `bath'
of entanglements. By xing the orresponding hemial
potential, he ame up with an exponential distribution
for the number of Kuhn segments in an ES. Stohasti-
ally, this distribution an be generated [18℄ by marhing
from one hain end to the other and plaing entangle-
ments on Kuhn segments aording to a Poisson proess
[19℄ of `entanglement events'. In our ase the exponential
tail of P (n) is the result of a similar stohasti proess
evolving on the monomer sequene spae of a hain (see
below). However, in a Poisson proess suessive events
an ome arbitrarily lose, while it is meaningful to as-
sume that an entanglement requires a ertain number of
suessive monomers to develop. This reates an ee-
tive repulsion between suessive entanglements in the
monomer sequene spae of a hain, whih will beome
prominent lose to and below the number of monomers
of the Kuhn segment of the atomisti hain. This is ev-
idened in Fig. 2 by the downturn and vanishing trend
of P (n) data as n→ 0.
4Figure 3: Total and partial RDFs of PE-1000 (solid) and
PB-1000 (dashed). Partial RDFs depit orrelations between
dierent pair types of binary entanglements. RDF-0 urves
orrespond to entanglements that are `spatial neighbors', i.e.,
all four hains passing through them are dierent. RDF-1,
RDF-2 urves orrespond to entanglements at any distane
that are `topologial neighbors', i.e., onneted by one or two
ommon hains, respetively, passing through them. Eah
ase is skethed in the gure.
A stohasti interpretation of our results an be given
in terms of a renewal proess [19℄, whih is the general-
ization of a Poisson proess. In suh a proess, sues-
sive events are still identially, independently distributed,
though with a distribution that is not exponential, f.
the normalized P (n) presented here. Moreover, P (n) is
the onvolution of two exponential distributions, namely
be−bn and ce−cn, and an be interpreted [19℄ as the re-
sult of two (unorrelated) alternating Poisson proesses
with rates b, c, evolving on the monomer sequene spae
of a hain. The rst proess, with rate c, does not result
in observable events [19℄. What it does is to stohasti-
ally reate an unentangled monomer sequene in front
of an entanglement, orresponding to the mentioned re-
pulsion. The seond proess, with rate b, takes over when
an unentangled sequene has been reated and plaes an
entanglement in one of the following monomers.
Finally, in Fig. 3 we present the total and partial ra-
dial distribution funtions (RDFs) of entanglements ver-
sus r′ = r/dES, the spatial distane r redued by the
average network mesh length. Apart from some minor
dierenes, the urves for PE, PB superimpose on eah
other. Therefore, the spatial network nodal orrelations
stemming from the underlying topologies of the PE, PB
melts are similar when saled aordingly. The pres-
ene of very small network strands, whih onnet rst
topologial neighbors (see Fig. 3), is responsible for the
eetive spatial attration evidened in the total RDF
for r′ . 0.4, and separately in RDF-1,2. The fat that
RDF-0 urves are below RDF-1 urves for r′ . 0.7 indi-
ates that in the region around and near an entanglement
topologial neighbors persist and spatial neighbors an-
not easily penetrate. The latter populate primarily the
region beyond r′ ∼ 0.7 around a network node, where
RDF-0 urves overpass RDF-1 urves. RDF-2 urves fall
rapidly with r′ and orrespond to pairs of hains inter-
twined through two entanglements. Intertwining results
in losely spaed entanglements and is highly improba-
ble at large r′. The total RDF implies that in the range
r′ & 0.8 the network struture an be desribed as an
ideal dilute gas of entanglements [7℄, with short range
orrelations ourring at smaller r′.
In summary, ommon organization properties of topo-
logial onstraints in polymer melts have been revealed
through a statistial analysis of primitive paths. We are
grateful to N. Karayannis, V. Mavrantzas and P. Gestoso
for providing the atomisti polymer samples. This work
is funded by the Duth Polymer Institute.
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